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Foreword
The notion of using the site and surrounding area as the first place to
look for resources is unfamiliar and foreign to most current designers.
But in the past, and in some parts of the world even today, discarding
materials was not an option, as new materials were expensive or not
easily available, and innovation included working creatively with
materials that had a past life.

In any urban society there is a massive stock of available materials
from demolition and industrial waste that is currently discarded but
has potential value. Although the infrastructure to locate and use these
resources is currently lacking, some industry leaders are establishing
design strategies, material recovery processes, construction
management approaches and manufacturing systems to create
innovative new ways of using them in the built environment. This
book explores the creative opportunities and practical aspects of this
gradual move to a more circular way of thinking about material
resources in the built environment. In particular, the focus is on reuse
of materials and components, including both construction salvage and
waste streams from other industries.

In The Science of the Artificial, Herbert Simon describes design as ‘the
process by which we devise courses of action aimed at changing
existing situations into preferred ones’. If we wish to create a more
ecologically based built environment, we need not only to design more
sustainable buildings but, more fundamentally, to devise a system and
infrastructure that will achieve this. This is what this book is working
towards.
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contractor noted that the multiple handling necessary due to the
deconstruction, transport, storage, further transport and then
reconstruction raised the cost so that it was comparable to the cost of a
new structure. However, it is often difficult to coordinate
deconstruction and timely delivery to a new construction site, and the
stockpile of steel ready for reuse was an important factor in the
success of this project. The relatively easy alteration of the steel
structure from one seismic zone to another demonstrates what can be
achieved with an appropriate mindset and design team. This project
showed the value of a ready stockpile of materials and information
about its characteristics, which facilitated easy adaptation for the new
use. Particularly for building types such as schools that have similar
spaces and design objectives, reuse of components or whole buildings
can become realistic.

Element Source Processing Comments
Structure Steel

components
from dismantled
school

Deconstruction, and
some remedial work
Upgrade of seismic
performance
Some missing
components needed
to be replaced

Some joints
needed torching to
deconstruct
Steel structure
allowed a revised
school layout
Avoid multiple
handling
Avoid priming if
steel is not to be
exposed?

3.1.6 Hindmarsh Shire Council Corporate Offices – Old
Anchors New

Architect: k20 Architecture
Construction: 2014
Location: Nhill, Vic., Australia

Floor area: 1 295 m2 (14 000 sq. ft.)
Use: Civic offices
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Owner: Hindmarsh Shire Council

Construction cost AUS $4.5 million ($3 400/m2)
Reuse material: Existing building

Figure 3.30 Hindmarsh Shire Council's new offices.

Many existing office buildings from the mid-twentieth century are
seen as dated, poor performing, unfashionable and, therefore,
unwanted. Such buildings are often seen as a poor asset and are
frequently demolished and replaced with little consideration for their
potential or the value of the materials and components within them.
Completed in 2014, the Hindmarsh Council's new office in Nhill, Vic.,
Australia (Figure 3.30) demonstrates the potential for reuse of an
unloved 1960s building integrating it within a contemporary built
form.

The remote rural setting (a 5-hour drive to the nearest major city) and
harsh, desert like, climatic conditions were the starting point for a
project, which focused on local resources as well as sustainable
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solutions. The starting point of the design was to assess the quality and
potential of the existing buildings on the site. These consisted of
several buildings, including portable buildings and the council
meeting room, in poor condition and not suitable for reuse. However,
one component, a single-storey structure with concrete footings,
concrete slab, a clear-span steel portal frame roof and brick walls, had
potential to be reused (Figure 3.31). A survey indicated that the
building was technically suitable for reuse and the architects assessed
that its form could accommodate the office programme.

Figure 3.31 The old office entrance.

Although reuse was not a priority for the client, it recognized the
potential benefits, which included possible phasing of the construction
and cost savings, which meant that resources could be assigned to
other sustainability features. Thus, k20 Architecture began to develop
a strategy based around reusing the building and integrating the old
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and new into a unified whole. The existing block was seen as an anchor
or the heart of the new design, and it became one of three components
arranged around a unifying street or spine. This strategy allowed
phasing of the project and meant that the new components could be
kept largely separate from the old, so as not to increase difficulties of
integration, undermine the existing foundations or place additional
structural loads on the old structure. In total, about 40% of the new
building is formed by reusing the old building while the parts that
were demolished were 80% recycled.

The new building comprises offices to accommodate 70 staff with
expansion up to 100, and associated facilities such as community use
spaces, multifunctional rooms, council chambers, offices for local
services and meeting rooms. The building was also inspired by the
town's importance as a hub of wheat production. Thus, the design of
the new complex refers to the folded metal aesthetic of steel storage
silos and agricultural sheds in the surrounding landscape. It uses a
material palette of timber, steel and glass, which comes from the local
agricultural context, and uses the craftsmanship of locally sourced
steel and zinc finishes along the building's exterior.
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Figure 3.32 The remodelled interior.

Figure 3.33 Exterior unifying timber screen.

The architectural strategy of maintaining a separation between old and
new elements simplified the construction, as little structural alteration
was required in the existing building. Nevertheless, the building
needed other improvements to meet current codes and expectations.
Energy modelling was used to assess what thermal characteristics the
new envelope would require and the building was stripped back to its
structure and reskinned, fitted with new insulation and glazing.
Internally it was refurnished and new services were installed (Figure
3.32). A pragmatic approach was taken of keeping what worked well
but replacing those elements that clearly were no longer suitable
(Figure 3.34). In addition, the design team tried to create flexible
spaces adaptable to future growth and changing needs of the client to
extend the useful life of the building.
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Figure 3.34 Axonometric of stages of renovation.

Aesthetically the old components were not lost in the new building and
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are clearly identified, but the entirety is unified by the spine that
connects them and provides circulation space, and by a timber screen
that connects the elevations aesthetically (Figure 3.33). The new parts
of the building use a glulam timber primary structure to minimize the
use of steel; local resources were used wherever possible to avoid
bringing in materials from afar and to minimize embodied energy. A
variety of other environmental features were included, such as earth
tubes and underfloor ventilation plenums, thermal stacks, green walls,
natural ventilation, passive solar design, low VOC materials and
durable finishes for lower maintenance and longevity.

The project illustrates how a decision to retain parts of an old building
can inspire a unique design solution and also open up opportunities
for additional features to be included that would not be affordable
otherwise. The architect recognized that clients can often have
concerns about using old buildings – these can be for both practical
and aesthetic reasons. If reuse requires significant compromise it is
unlikely to happen, so a pragmatic approach is necessary. In this case
some elements that were not well suited to the new building were
recycled. The challenge is to consider how much to reuse – what is
suitable for reuse? Clients need to have confidence in the outcome;
reuse is often seen as second best and a compromise, but this does not
have to be the case. Also, the aesthetics of many 1960 buildings are not
attractive to clients today; the buildings often look tired, worn out and
old fashioned. Architects need to highlight the potential of existing
buildings to create solutions that have the quality and character that
will satisfy their clients (Figure 3.35). In heritage buildings this is
understood but often the potential of more recent buildings is not
appreciated and the value placed on them is often low. This project
raises awareness of the need to consider the value of existing
structures and provides an example of what can be achieved. At the
same time it highlights the need to carefully align the reuse strategy
with the client's needs and consider what makes sense and provides
value to the client.
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Figure 3.35 The new entrance area.

Element Source Processing Comments
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